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This revision also incorporates the information submitted via GPU Nuclear 
letter 4410-87-L-0092 dated June 10, 1987, concerning an increase in the pore 
size of the filter bundle in some filter canisters. 

For the purposes of this submittal, only the pages affected by this revision 
are attached. 

Per the requirements of 10 L R 170, an application fee of $150.00 is enclosed. 
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Ouector, TMI-2 
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cc: Regional Administrator - Region l, Mr. w. T. Russell . 
Director - TMI-2 Cleanup Project Directorate, Dr. w. D. Travers 
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SUMMARY OF CHANGE 

Issued for initial use . 

Update to incor porate design change from vibrapacked B4C 
powder to sintered B4C pel lets, discussion if maxi mum 
particle size expected in filter canister. increase in 
l oad l;mit on fuel canister lower support plate from 350 
to 550 lbs . • addition of k~ff criteria for plant accident 
LOndition ( 0.99), discuss1on of effects on criticality 
analyses caused by a) change to B4C pellets . b) lower 
storage pool'water temperature. and c) fuel particle size 
addition of section regarding hydrogen controls within 
the canister. 

Update to incorporate change to al l ow fuel oarticles 
greater than standard whole pellets size to introduced 
into knockout and fuel canisters. Specific ref~rence to 
the rine~/Oebris Vacuum System was also deleted from 
Section 2.3 to allow additional application of the 
knoc~out canister. 

Approval 

/ # 1' • • 

Update to incot·porate use of "deep-bed" filte•·s, coagul an s ,,.,. , ·:.. 
,,nd diatomaceous earth in DHCS, to cot·rect state111ents 
regarding the exposed quantity of catalyst in dewatered 
canisters, to present canister pressure after 75 void 
volume dewatering, and to reflect the use of deep suction 
in the QUCS. 

Update to Section 3.1 to reflect that a fuel canister can , ~~ 
withstand a one-time load drop of 602 lbs. (in air) and 
850 ll,s. (in \o~ater). Additi onally, this revision reflect p 
an increase in the pore size of th~ filter bundle in some 
of the filter canisters per GPll Nucl<'a t· letter 
441 0- 37-L- 0092 ddtcd June 10, 1987 . 
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2.4 Filter Canister 

As part of either the OHCS or the Fines/Debris Vacuum System, the f1l ter 
canisters are designed to remove small debris particles from the water. 
Externally, It Is similar to the other canister types. The filter 
assembly bundle that fits Inside the canister shell was designed to 
remove particu lates down to 0.5 <nominal> microns . In an effort to 
reduce clogging, some filter canisters may be equ ipped with f~lter 
bundles using a filter media that ts designed to remove particulates 
down to approximately 16 microns. The significan t differences between 
these filter bundles and the ~ . 5 micron bundles are the larger size of 
t:.c pore openings In the filter media, and the 16 micron filter bundle 
can be back-flushed . The 16 micron filter bundles may be fl ushed at 20 
psld <for 10 cycles> and 25 psld <for one cycle>. Flow Into and out of 
the filter canister Is through 2 1/2 '' cam and groove quick disconnect 
fittings <Figure 2.4-1> . 

The Internal filter assembly bundle consists of a circular cluster of 17 
filter elements. a drain line and a neutron absorber assembly <Figure 
2.4-2>. The Influent enters the upper plenum region, flows down past 
the support plate, through the filter media and down the filter element 
drain tube to the lower sump. The flow is from outside to Inside wtth 
the particulate remaining around the outer perimeter of the filter 
elements. The filtered water exits the canister via the drain line . 

A filter element consists of 11 modules. Each module consists of 
pleated filter media forming an annulus around a central, perforated 
drain tube <Figure 2.4-3>. Fabricated from a porous stainless steel 
material. the media Is pre-coated with a slntered metal powder to 
control pore size. Bands are placed around the outer perimeter of the 
pleated filter media to restrict the unfolding of the pleats. 

The filter assembly bundle Is held In place by an upper support plate 
and lower header. The lower header Is welded to the outer shell of the 
canister to provide a boundary between the primary and secondary side of 
the filter system. The upper header Is equipped with a series of 
openings to allow for the passage of the Influent Into the filter 
section of the canister and to protect the filter media from direct 
Impingement of pa rticles carried In the Influent flow. Six tie rods 
position the upper plate axially relative to the lower support plate . 

The filter canister has a central neutron absorber rod that Is comprised 
of an outer strong back tube surrounding a 2.125" 0 D. tube filled with 
slntered BaC pel lets . 

The filte r ca nister s are not exoected to contain s ignificant qua1tltles 
of fuel particles larger than 850 microns. The filter canisters are 
used with the OWCS and the defuellng vacuum syste~. The OWeS is used to 
process both spent fuel pool/fuel transfer canal water and reactor 
coolant system <RCS> '..later" . In the RCS, the OIKS suction Is located In 
the upper reg!on of the reac tor vessel, where large fuel deb rli <I .e . , 
>850u> wou ld not be e~pec ted to be suspended In solution. The owes has 
been modified to allow suction from the Reactor Ves sel annulus at 
approximately the 296 ' elevation. At this lowe r elevation, It Is 
possible that large r thdn RSO micron size particles may be Introduced 
into •he filter caniste1 s However , a screen has been placed In the 
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tnlet ptpe to the filter cantster to prevent these larger parttcles from 
entertng the ftlter cantsters . The spent fuel pool/fuel transfer canal 
ts not expected to contatn significant quanttttes of fuel parttcles 
larger than 850 mtcrons . Consequently, the OWCS ftlter cantsters are 
not expected to contatn stgntftcant quanttttes of fuel parttcles larger 
than 850 mtcrons . 

When the ftlter cantsters are used 1n conjunctton wtth the defueltng 
vacuum system, they are located downstream of the knockout cantsters. 
Proof of prtnctple testtng <Reference 11> has shown that for the planned 
vacuum system flowrates, mtntmal quanttttes, tf any, of 850 mtcron or 
larger sized particles would be carrted out of the knockout cantster. 
Addtttonally, the dtscharge o~ the knockout canisters are equipped wtth 
a 841 mtcron screen to prevent larger fuel parttcles from exlttng the 
knockout cantster. Thus the vacuum system ftlter cantsters ar~ not 
expected to contatn stgntftcant quanttttes of fuel parttcles larger than 
850 mtcrons . 

-9- Re v. 4/0133P 
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3.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

Th!s section summarizes the safety Issues which were evaluated during the 
design of the canisters. These Issues deal with the expected performdnce of 
the canlst~ ~ ~ during normal operations and various design basts events . 
Safety Issues which were evaluated Include structural forces on a canister as 
a result of a drcp accident, criticality Issues assoc iated with both single 
canisters and can1sters In the storage racks and the canister / storage rack 
Interface, including any constraints on the storage rack design. 

3.1 Canister Str·uctural Evaluation 

3. 1. 1 Canister Structural Evaluation During Normal Operations 

A structural evaluation has been performed <Reference 1) which 
addresses both the loads Imposed on the canister during normal 
operations <loading and handling> as well as postulated 
drops . Additional testing was performed on 16 ~tcron filter 
modules to demonstrate that the se filter modules have greater 
load carrying capabilities than the original 0.5 micron filter 
modules <Reference 15>. 

A combination of analytical methods and component test i ng Is 
used to verify the adequacv of the design. Acceptance 
criteria for normal operation Is based on the ASME Pressu• ~ 
Vessel Code, Section VIII, Part UH <lethal>. 

Normal operation of the canister Imposes very small loads on 
the canister Internals. The larges t load on the Internals Is 
the combined weight of the debris and Internals. The configu
ration of the canisters Is such that only the lower plate 
assembly that supports both the debris and internals experi
ences any significant loads. Results of the stres~ analysis 
shows a large margin of safety for the lower plate assembly 
and Its weld to the outer shell for all canister types. The 
canister shell Is subject to ASME Code, Section VIII stan
dards. Ver i fication of the canister she ll structural design 
to the ASME requirements has been performed <Reference 1>. 
The canisters are designed for a combined <canister, debris , 
and water) static weight of 3500 pounds . 

During normal .a~d llng operations <lifting>. the static plus 
dynamic loading considered In the design of the hand ling 
features of the canister Is 1.1 5 times the static lifted 
weight . Resu lts f rom the structura l evaluation show an 
~cceptable margin of safety considering the stress desig1 
factors specified In NURfG-0612 and ANSI N14.6. 

Normal loading of the fuel canister presents two cases for 
evaluation. First Is the capability of the lower suoport 
plate to abso'J the Impact cf debris accidentally dropp~d Into 
the canister. Results of the dynamic lmoact evaluation show 
that the suppor~ elate can accommodate loads of up to 350 lbs 
<23"1. of a fuel assembly> dropped. In ai,, the full canister 
length without a failure of the lower plate to shell ~e ld. 
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This weight limit Increases to 550 lbs. <In air weight> If 
credit ·ts taken for the drag forces of the water In the 
canister. Second Is the verification that placement of debris 
w\thln the canister will not rupture the shroud's inner wall . 
This would expose the Boral sheets to the RCS water which 
could cause corrosion of the boral . However, examination of 
the shrouds subjected to drop tests <reference 10) indicate . 
that the inner wall is resistant to debris impacts and scrapes. 

A dewatering system Is used to remove water from all canisters 
prior to shipment. During this procedure, a pressure diffe
rential is developed across the debris screen, lower support 
plate and drain tube. The maximum pressure differential 
allowed, via a safety relief valve In the dewatering system, 
across tanlster internal components during dewatering is 55 
psi . The canister internals are designed for a maximum 
differential pressure of 150 psi although filter media diffe
rential pressure is limited by design to 60 psid. ~ence. an 
adequate margin of safety exists for the dewatering process. 

The canisters are capable of withstanding enveloping acci
dents . Ver tical drops of 6'-1 1/2" in air followed by 19'-6" 
In water. or 11'-7" in air are considered along with a combi
nation of vert · I and horizontal drops . These drops were 
analyzed to bolJnd a drop in any orientation. For these cases, 
the structural Integrity of the polson components must be 
ma intained and the c~nister must remain subcritt=al . Deforma
t ion of the canister Is acceptable. Although not expec t ed 
based on the B&W drop test results. leakage of core material 
from the canister. up to its full contents. Is allowed 
provided that the contents left tn the canisters remain 
subcrltlcal . An equivalent drop In a·r was calculated for the 
worst case and this equivalent air drop was used as the basts 
for the structural analysts . Structural analysts methods were 
used to determine the extent of the deformat ion of the shell 
and canister Internals. Impact velocit ies were calculated for 
the specified canister drops . Based on these velocities. 
strain energy methods were used to compute the Impact loads 
associated wi th the vari ous postulated drops . Vector combina
tions of the hori zontal and vertica l components were used to 
determ ine the effect of a drop at any or ientation . 

In the ver tical drop cases <reference 10> . the same deforma
tl ~n vt ll occur regardless of the canister type, s ince It Is 
shell oependent. Test results from the actual canister drops 
h 1e ~rifled that for the bottom Impact, all deforma ti on 
occurs ~elow the lower suppor t pl ate in the lower head 
region. An upper bound $hell deformation was computed us ing 
the ANSYS <Reference S> computer code and the results are 
presented In Flgur~ 3. 1-1 along wltJ the actua l test results . 

To de t ermine the consequences of a ver t ica l and hor izonta l 
drop on the filte r and knockout canisters . their Inte rnals 
were analyzed with finite element methods using the ANSYS 
computer program. This anal ysts Incorporated the actua l 
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non-linear properties of the material. Geometric constraints 
Imposed by the shell were accounted fur by 11mtttng the 
displacement of the supports. 

In the filter canister, cr~ttcaltty control ts provided by the 
central 84C poison rod coupled wtth the mass of steel in the 
ftlter element drain tubes and tie rods. Using the end caps 
of the filter ~dul~s as deflection limiters, the entire tube 
array deflection Is ltmtted to 1.6" under postulated acci
dents. This analysts ts conservative because tt does not take 
Into account the 5 circumferential bands around the array or 
the viscosity of the ~11ter cake bed, both of which would tend 
to maintat~ the standard spacing. Using the maximum calcu
lated deformed geometry <before the array bounced back closer 
to Its original post~lon>, the criticality criterion given in 
section 3.2 was met. The above analysts was performed consid
ering the original 0.5 micron ftlter media design. Based on 
the results of the testing performed tn Reference 15 whtch 
showed that the filter modules equipped wfth the larger pore 
opening filter media had a greater load carrying capability, 
It 1s concluded that the deflections discussed above are 
bounding when applied to canisters using filter modules with 
larger pore opening filter media. 

In tne knockout canister, criticality control Is provided by 
the central B4C polson rod coupled with four absorber rods. 
Results from the structural analysts show that the polson rods 
remain essentially elastic during all postulated accidents and 
the maximum Instantaneous displacements are less than 0.75 
Inch . The minor modifications made to some of the knockout 
canisters to convert the~ to "deep-bed" filters <Section 2.3> 
are within the bounds of the values used In the analysis and 
test'-, of the knockout canisters. Thus, the "deep bed" 
ftltt• s are expected to exhibit similar structural behavior as 
the knockout canisters during a drop accident. As in the case 
of the filter canister, the resultant deformed geometry 
successfully met the criticality criterion given In section 
3.2 . 

The fuel canisters, with their square-within-a circle 
geometry, exhibit different drop behav ior than the other 
canisters . For both the vertical and side drops, the fuel 
canister Internals will not experience significant deforma
tions other than the shell deformations discussed above. 
Lightweight concrete filling the void between the square Inner 
shroud and the circular outer shell provides continuous 
lateral support to both the outer shell and the shroud. This 
results In a distributed loading function for horizontal drops 
resulting \n no calculated deformation to the shroud shape. 
Testing has demonstrated that the lower support plate rema~ns 
In place for des\gn drops while suppor ~:n g a mass equal to the 
shroud, payload and the concrete . The lack of s\gn\f\ cant 
deformation after a drop <reference 10> makes the cr\t\cal ity 
analysis for the standard des\gn appl\cable to the drop cases 
as well . 
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Fuel Canister ·structural Evaluation For A One·Time Maximum 
Allowable Load Drop 

A dynamic load drop test has been performed <Reference 14> 
which addresses a ma~lmum load drop Into a fuel canister as a 
one-time event. 

Based on the drop test, the maximum welght that can be 
permitted to be dropped from the top of the fuel canisters, in 
air, Into a fuel canister is· 602 lbs. as a one-time event. 
For loads dropped from the top of the fuel canister through 
water starting at zero velocity, the allowable one-time value 
is 850 lbs. <measured In atr>. For multi-occurrences. the 
allowable drop weight Is limited to 550 lbs. <dropped In water 
as measured in air> . 

The analysis In Reference 14 Is based on permitting some 
permanent deformation of the lower support plate and the 
suoport plate/shell weld but not enough to cause damage to the 
recomblner packets In the lower head . Canister shell stresses 
remain In the elastic range . The ability to oewater the 
canister could be affected In the event that the drain 
tube/bulkhead w~ld Is damaged as a result of a load drop. In 
such a case. the ability to dewater the canister would be 
evaluated on a case-by-c~se basis. 

3.2 Ccnlster Criticality Evaluat ion 

Criticality calc~latlons were performed to ensure that Individual 
canisters as well as an array of canisters will remain below the esta
blished keff criterion under normal and faulted conditions. The 
criticality safety criterion established Is that no single canister or 
array of canisters shall have a keff greater than 0.95 during normal 
handling and storag~ lt the TMI-2 site. For plant accidents <e.g., 
drained spent fuel pool>. the criticality safet; crite rion established 
Is a keff ~0.99. These criteria are satisfied for all canister 
configurations. 

The "deep bed"' filters do not alter the placement of the polson rods In 
the knockoJt canisters and the d.e . and/or sand added to these canl~ters 
has less moderating ability than water ; thus. the crltlcaltty evalua
tions performed for the knockout canisters would bound the "deep-bed" 
filters. In addition. the criticality evaluations performed on the 
knockout canisters follow ing drop accidents would bound dropped 
"deep-bed" flltus slncP the structural behavior of the "deep-bed" 
filters is similar to the knockout caristers. 

Coagulants and d.e. used in OIKS to.lmprove fllter canister performance 
has been evaluated In Reference 12 . This evaluation has shown that the 
addition of these materials In the canisters would not adversely Impact 
the cri tica li t y eval uations pres~rted herein. Add itionally , the accumu
lat ion of coagulants and d.e. In the canisters would not adve .. sely 
affect the conclusions presented In Attachment 2 regarding the subcr:ti
cality of the stored canisters in a postulated dry storage pool. 
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The computer codes used In this work were NULIF, rHTAWL, XSDRNPM and 
KENOIV <References 6, 7, 8 and 9> . The NULIF code was used primarily 
for fuel optimization studies In a 111 energy group representation. 
NITAHL and XSDRNPM were used for processing cross sections from the 123 
group AMPX master cross section library . NITAWL provides the resonance 
treatment and formats the cross section for use by either XSDRNPM or 
KENOIV. In most cases. XSORNPM cell weighted cross sections were used 
In the KENOIV calculations but for some comparative fuel optimization 
runs the NITAWL output library was used directly by KE~OIV. 

The calculational models assume the following conditions for the 
canister contents: 

1. Batch 3 fresh fuel only 

2. Enrichment : batch 3 average + 2o <highest core enr ichment> 

3. No cladding or core structural material 

4. No soluble polson or control material from the core 

5. Optimally moderated, stacked, standard whole fuel pellets 

6. Canister fuel regions are completely filled without we ight 
restrictions 

7. Uniform so•F temperature 

8. B-10 surface density was assumed to.be 0.040 gm/cm2 In the Boral 
used for th~ fuel canister . <Actual 6-10 su r fa~e density will be 
0.040 gm/cmL with a 95/95t confidence level In the testing to 
provide at least a 2o margin . > 

9. s4c density used Is the polson tubes fo r the fil ter and knockout 
caniste r was assumed to be 1.35 gm/cm3 with the boron weight 
percent assuMed to oe 701. <Actual B4C density wl11 be at lea :t 
1. 38 gm/cm3 with a boron we ight percent meeting requirements for 
ASTM-C-750 Type 2 B4C powder. minimum bor ;n we ight percent 731 .> 

Optlmi~ation stud ies were pe rformed to determ ine the val ue of these 
parameters. The5e optimization studies are presented in Reference 1 
along with other parametr ic studies performed for spc:lal cases . 

The KENO ana lysis emp loys a fuel ~del that bounds a ll debris loading 
configurations. Three basic configurations were analyzed for each 
canister : a sing le canister 5urrounded by wa ter. an array of caniste rs 
In the storage pool and a disrupted canister mode l resulting from an 
enve loping drop. The standard canister configurat ion assumed that some 
minimum degree of damage could have occurred in the canisters during 
normal loadi ng opera-Ions . All the canisters a1alyzed in an array were 
assumed to have thls ~inlmum damage. A 17.3" center-to-center spacing 
was analyzed for the array cases. The 17.3" center - to-cente r spacing 
accounts for all storage rae~ tole rances and Is the minimum 
center- to-center soaclng possible for any two canisters. The canisters 
are assumed to be loaded with debt·ls consisting o; ~ho l e fuel pe'lets 
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enriched to 2.98 w/o, optimally moderated with soor unborated water. 
The analysis will provide conservative results and bound any actual 
configuration including draining of the canisters during the dewatering 
operation. For accident conditions, it Is assumed that optimized fuel 
Is present In both normal fuel locations and In all void regions Inter
nal to the canister. Filling all void regions with fuel has the effect 
of adding fuel to the canister after a drop . 

The canister shell, Including the lower head, Is Identical for all th ree 
canisters. The cylindrical shell Is modeled using the maximum snell 00 
of 14.093" and the nominal 0.25" wall thickness . The model explicitly 
describes the concave Inner surface but squares off the rounded 
corners . This Increases the volume of the lower head. 

All three canisters contain catalytic material for hydrogen recombina
t ion In both the lower and upper head . This material and Its structural 
supports are not Included In the models. The volume occupied by these 
materials Is replaced with fuel. In addition, the protective sk.lrt and 
nozzles on the upper canister head are not modeled. 

The storage r ack cases assume the canisters are stored In unborated 
water with a 17.3" minimum center-to-center spacing. Se~sltlvlty 
studies were performed on the nominal 18" center to center spacing to 
determine the effect of a canister dropped outside of the rack. These 
analysis show that keff <0.95 for canisters dropped outside the rack. 
as long as the side of the dropped canister does not come within 2'' of 
the sid~ of the nearest canis ter In the rae~. This requirement Is met by 
the storage rack design <Reference 2>. 

Three cases are e~amlned for a drooped canister: a vertical drop. a 
horizontal drop and a combined vertical and horizontal drop. The shell 
deformation Is essentially the same for all cases. For these drops, the 
cylindrical shell Is assumed not to deform . Any deviation from the 
cylindrical shape would Increase the surface to volume ratio and 
Increase the neutron leakage from t ~ e system . In the lower head region 
of the shell. a tear drop shape e~pansion Is assumed to occur. The 
bottom head is modeled as a flat plate with the internal components 
resting on lt . To bound all drop cases, the canister was assumed to 
rotate during a drop and land on Its head. A similar tear drop shape 
will re sult. Both of these cases we re merged Into .~ single model ~hat 
assumes the tear drop deformation at both tne top and bottom with the 
Internals displaced to the flattened lower head surface . For the 
combined ver~lcal-horlzontal drop. the radial displaceme nt of the 
Internal components Is combined with the double te~r drop model. Th's 
drop model bounds any concei vable drop configuration by exceed ing 
conservot've stress estimates of deformation. 

Results 

The results of KE'40. us ing basic three dimensional canister "'Udel s are 
pre sented In Table 3-1. Tnese resul t s represent bounding values for ahy 
confl guratil of the canisters at TMI-2. 
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Basically. they show that for any configuration. the effective m~ltlpll
catlon factor. with uncertainties Included, will be less than 0.95. Due 
to the conservatism bu1lt Into the models. the keff of any actual 
configuration will be less than these bounding values. 

Four \4) assumptions used In the analyses reported In Table 3-1 have 
been reevaluated. The aff~cted· assumptions are: 

1. type of polson used In the filter and knockout canisters. 

2. storage pool water temperature, 

3. fuel particle size. and 

4. change In filter media. 

The values rPported In Table 3-1 for the filter and knockout canisters 
are based on the assumption that the poison tubes for the canisters are 
filled with vibrapacked 64C powder. Actual fabricated filter and 
knockout canisters contain compressed slntered B4C pellets. This 
change resulted in a small reduction to the diameter of the polson In 
the canisters which results In a small Increase in the multiplication 
value <keff) of the two canister types . Based on analyses the 
Increase in multiplication will not exceed 0.41 ~~ . 

The values reported In Table 3-1 assume a mlnimur te~perature of SOoF 
for all canister types. For canisters st~red In the spent fuel pool the 
temperature could be as low as 32°F. Explicit criticality array calcu
lations were not performed at this lower temperature. Rather . an 
evaluation was performed to determine the maximum Increase In multipli
cation due to cooling from 50°F to 32°F . The ma•imum cha~ge in 
multiplication was determined to be an Increase of 0. ll ~ . 

The results reported In Table 3-1 are also based on the assumpti on that 
no single fuel mass greater than a whole fuel pellet e~ ls ts In the TMI-2 
core. E~amlnations of the core have lnd~cated that fuel melting may 
have occurred . To as ~ess the Impact of thls possibility. an evaluation 
was performed to determine the 1: for the most reactive batch 3 fuel 
particle size . The k for tne optimum ~ize pa rticle w!s only 0.07~ ~k 
higher than the~ for the standard whole pellet . The corresponding 
Increase in keff would be approdma tely the same magnitude. Thus. 
there Is no limit on the sizes of fuel particles t~!t can be placed in 
the fuel clriO knockout canisters. 

T~~ results reported In Table 3-l for the fil te r canisters are based on 
the original 0.5 mlcrcn filter media desiJn. Some filter canisters may 
be equipped with a filter media that removes particulate ' only down to 
approximately 16 microns. Since the filter canisters using the new 
filter media are otherwise loe~tlcal to the origlral filter canisters . 
this change in ~edla will not significantly affect the canister neutron 
multiplications. The refore. it is concludeo tha~ the normal 
confi guration results for the filter canister, ~s reported In Table 3- 1. 
are bounding for filter canisters equippec -whta mo\lu~es using the new 
filter media 
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To address the accident configuration for filter canisters using the new 
filter media, Reference 15 demonstratEd that the new filter modules had 
greater load carrying capabilities than the original filter modules. Thus, 
the deflections of the canister Internals determined for canisters with the 
original modules bound the deflections expected for canisters with the new 
modules. Therefore, the accident configuration filter canister results 
reported In Table 3-1 are bounding for canisters employing the new filter 
media. 

In conclusion, the changes In keff resultlng .from the four <4> modified 
assumptions will not result In exceeding the keff criterion of 0. 95 for the 
cases reported In Table 3-1. 

3.3 Canister Hydrogen Control Evaluation 

A generic feature of the canisters Is the recomblner catalyst package 
Incorporated into the upper and lower heads of all the canisters. The 
catalyst recombines the hydrogen and oxygen gases formed by radlolytlc 
decomposition of the water trapped In the damp debris . This reduces the 
buildup of Internal pressure In the canister and keeps the gases below 
the flammability limit . The redundant locations ensure that a suffi
cient quantity of catalyst Is available for any canister orientation In 
which hydrogen might be generated <e.g., an accident whi ch leaves a 
canister upside down>. Test results <Reference 4~ have shown that the 
catalyst will perform effectively when dripping wet, but not when 
submerged . 

A single catalyst bed, which contains at least 100 grams of catalyst, Is 
Incorporated In the upper heads of the fuel canisters. Two catalyst 
beds, each containing at least 50 grams of catalyst, are Incorporated In 
the upper heads of the filter and knockout canisters. Four catalyst 
beds, each containing at least 25 grams of catalyst, are ~nstalled In 
the lower heads of all the canisters. Thus, each canister contains at 
least 200 grams of catalyst . The catalyst beds were designed to meet 
the shape and volume requirement; established from testing by RHO 
<Reference 4). 

Canister dewatering In the FHB will ensure that a sufficient quantity of 
catalyst would be exposed (not submerged In water> In a dewatered 
canister In any orientation . This ~ufflclent quantity of catalyst will 
te 50~ more catalyst than required . The required quantity of catalyst 
Is determined by catalyst testing that considers catalyst contaminations 
which may occur during canister fabrication and loading and chemical 
additions to lmp•ove OHCS filter performance and to control microbio
logical growth In the RCS. Reference 13 provides a detailed evaluation 
on canister dewatering criteria In orde r to expose a sufficient quantity 
of catalyst to achieve a minimum safety factor of 1 .5. 

The maximum predicted gas generatlon . rate In a canister has been dete r
mined by two separate models; (1) the maximum theoretical gas gene ration 
rate and <2> the ma~!mum realistic gas gene ration rate . The ma xi mum 
theoretical ga s generati on rate was dete rmi ned by Rockwell Hanford 
Operations <RHO> In th~lr docume nt RHO-WM EV- 7 <GEND-051> for pu rpose of 
develop ing the catalyt i c recomb lne r bed design . The ma~ l mum rea l istic 
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gas generation rates were determined by GPU for purposes of predicting 
canister Internal pressures during periods when the canisters are water 
solid. 

Both models are based on the Turner paper. "Radlolytlc Decomposition of 
Hater In Hater-Moderated Reactors Under Accident Conditions". referenced 
In the RHO report. The basic relationship Is: 

H2. <W><F><G><r> 8.4 x lo-3 liters/hour 

where : 
F • fraction of B and y energy absorbed In water 
G • H2 generation value In moles/100 eV 
r. ratio of peak to average decay heat energy In the ~ •el debris 
H • Ionizing radiation per canister <watts> 
8.4 x Jo-3 • unit conversions <L ev/H.hr) 

For the maximum theoretical generation, the above factors are maximized as 
follows : 

o H- the maximum quantity of fuel debris In any canister, not Including 
residual water weight or weighing accuracy. Is assumed. <H u 54.2> 

o f - The fraction of B and y energy absorbed Is conservatively high 
and large amounts of water are also assumed to be available for 
absorbtlon which Is In excess of what Is possible In the 
canisters . CF • 0.2> 

o G - The hydrogen gas generation value Is based on a> completely 
turbulent/boiling conditions when the radlolytlc gases are 
Instantly removed from the generation site and. b> no build up of 
hydrogen overpressure which tends to retard radlolysis. <G. 0.44> 

o r - The ratio of peak-to-average decay heat energy in the fuel Is based 
on the most active region of an undamaged core. This assumes the 
fuel Is Intact and not scattered to other regions. <r = 1. 9> 

For the maximum realistic generation cf hydrogen and oxygen. the worst case 
realistic factors for the damaged TMI core are u~ed as follows: 

o H- The maximum quantity of fuel debris expected In any canister is 
used whi ch Includes allowances for residual water and weighing 
accuracy. <H ~ SO> 

o f - The fraction of B and y energy absorbed Is basea on the ma~lmum 
amount of water possible In an actual canister . Cf • 0.07) 

o G - The hydrogen gas generation value Is based on the actual worst case 
core debris conditions expected In a canister which Includes lower 
temperature, quiescent conditions . CG c 0. IZ> 

o r - The ratio of peak to average decay heat energy In the fuel debris 
Is based on the worst case conditions in the damage~ TMI core. 
<r = 1.4> 
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The resulting hydrogen/oxygen. generation rates for the two models are: 

Hz 
Oz 
Total 

Max. Theoretical 
liter/hour 

7.6 x 10-2 
3.8 x 1o-2 
1.14 x 1o-1 

Max . Realistic 
liter/hour 

s.o x lo-3 
z.s x lo-3 
7.5 x lo-3 

The generation of other gases was not considered. Since the amount of contam
inants In the RCS Is small, the generation of other gases from the radtolytic 
decomposition of these contaminants Is not expected to be significant. 

Using the maximum realistic gas generation rate of 0.0075 liters/hour and 
assuming no recombination or scavenging of oxygen, the 25 pslg relief valve Is 
estimated to first open In approximately 25 days for the worst case canister. 
Released gas will be vented through the pool water directly to the containment 
or fuel handling building and is such a small quantity that it will cause no 
combustion concerns In the atmosphere of these buildings . 

To address the Issue of canister pressurization resulting from failure of the 
25 pstg relief valve a second relief valve Is Installed on the canisters. 
This relief valve will ensure that canister pressure does not exceed the 
design limit of ISO pslg . The additional relief valve will make the canister 
single failure proof with regards to pressurization . This second valve will 
also be installed In such a manner to eliminate common mode failure of the two 
pressure relief valves. 

The recomblner catalyst Is Ineffective when It Is under water. An evaluation 
has been performed to determine how long It takes an undewatered canister to 
reach 150 pslg If the 25 pslg relief valve falls closed. This time for the 
worst case canister Is 139 days. A similar concern exists for the dewatered 
canliter should a significant amount of oxygen scavenging occur and the 25 
pslg relief valve falls closed. Assuming no recombination, (I.e. complete 
oxygen scavenging> the canister will reach the design pressure In 2362 days 
for a fully loaded fuel canister with 251 void volume following dewatering. 

If the relief valve should fall open while the canisters are being stored 
there Is the possibility that fuel debris can be released Into the pool 
water . If contaminants are released Into the pool the defuellng water cleanup 
system <DWCS> can be used as necessary to limit the contamination level of the 
water . Hence, a failed open relief valve does not pose a safety concern. 
Additionally, given that It Is planned, although not required, to dewater the 
canisters shortly after they are loaded, pressurization of the canisters 
caused by hydrogen/oxygen generation will be minimal and the relief valve Is 
not expected to open. 

Although not considered a credible event, the consequences of a hydrogen 
lgn1tlon Inside a canister has been evaludted . The maximum pressure that can 
be reached Inside a canister under normal conditions, because of the 25 pslg 
relief valve. Is ~pproxlmately 42 psia . This pressure Includes the 25 pslg 
set pressure and 5 feet of water submergence. Under the assumption that the 
recomblner catalyst does not function properly, a flammable mixture of 
hydrogen and o~ygen can accu~ulate within a canister. If an Ignition of this 
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mixture Is postulated. an overpressur1zatlon of the canister could occur . The 
ultimate stresses will be reached for various canister components at the 
estimated pressures: 

o canister shell - 2160 psi 
o fuel canister bolts - 2900 ps i 
o threaded connections - 2500 psi 

Considering the large margin that exists between these pressures and the 
maximum. normal condition canister pressure <I .e . • approximately a factor of 
SO>. the overpressurlzatlon resulting from an Ignition of hydrogen wi thin the 
canister Is not expected to affect the overall canister Integrity . 
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TABLE 3-1 

Results of 3D KENO Criticality Calculation 

Description keff+2o Histories Maximum keff• 

Filter Canister•• 

Single, Ruptured Filters 0 795 :t 0.024. 9331 0.839 

17. 3" Array, Ruptured F 11 ters 0.823 :t 0.021 52374 0.867 

Vertical Drop, Ruptured, 
without filter screens 0.798 :t 0.025 8127 0.843 

Horizontal Drop, Ruptured, 
without screens 0.843 :t 0.010 15050 0.873 

C~nbined Horizontal/Vertical 
Drop, Ruptured, without screens 0.851 :t 0.021 44849 0.892 

Fuel Canister 

Single, Standard Configuration 0.825 .! 0.012 15050 0.857 

17.3" Array, Standard Configuration 0 .829 :t 0.025 6321 0.877 

Knockout Canister•• 

Single, Standard Configuration 0.835 .! 0.018 10535 0.873 

17.3" Array, Standard Configuration 0.877 .! 0 .015 11438 0. 915 

Vertical Drop, Single 0.843 .! 0.019 9933 0.882 

Horizontal Drop, Single 0.853 .! 0.008 26488 0.881 

Combined Horizontal/Vertical 
Orop, Single 0.851 :t 0.016 12943 0.887 

•ke~ + 2o +calculati onal bia s <see Reference I) 

results are based on vlbrapacked B4C powder In the polson tubes 
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FIGURE 3.1-1 
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4.0 RADIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS· 

The canisters are designed to be loaded with core debris from the TMI-2 RCS. 
These canisters do not contain Internal shielding and must be shielded during 
all handling and storage operations. 

The shielding requirements for the various canister operations <e.g. loading, 
handling, and storage> are discussed In reference 3. 

Personnel exposure from the loaded canisters w1 11 be addressed In Reference 3 
as part of the canister handling sequence . 

5.0 10 CFR 50.59 EVALUATION 

Changes. Tests and Experiments. 10 CFR so. paragraph 50.59. permits the holder 
of an operating license to make· changes to the facility or perform a test or 
experiment, provided the change, test or experiment Is determined not to be an 
unrevlewed safety question and does not Involve a modification of the plant 
technical specifications. ~ proposed change Involves an unrevlewed safety 
question If: 

a. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or 
malfunction of equipment Important to safety previously evaluated In the 
safety analysis report may be Increased; or 

b. the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than 
any evaluated previously In the safety analysis report may be created; or 

c. the margin of safety, as defined In the basl3 for any technical 
specification. Is reduced. 

The defuellng canisters replace the fuel cladding lost during the accident as 
the barrier for containing the fuel . As discussed In Section 1.1 of this TER, 
the purpose of this evaluation Is to show that the canisters are designed to 
remain safe under normal operation and handling conditions as well as postu
lated drop accidents and storage. The scope of the evaluation relates only to 
design aspects and not In field canister use which Is addressed In the Safety 
Evaluation Report for Defuellng of the TMI-2 Reactor Vessel <Reference 3>. On 
this basis the scope of this 10 CFR 50 . 59 Evaluation Is limited to design 
aspects of the canister. 

The Is sues of concern with canister design are criticality control and over
pressurization protection . With respect to criticality control, this evalua
tion shows that the canister will remain subcritlcal under any configuration 
or following structural deformation due to a load drop . With respect to 
overpressurlzatlon protection, two relief valves will be Installed on each 
canister to prevent the possi bility of a single failure or convnon mode failure 
from overpressurlzlng the canister. Thus, It can be concluded that the design 
of the defuellng canisters neither lncr~ases the probability of any accident 
previously evaluated nor creates the possibility of a different type of 
accident. Additionally, as the current TMI-2 Technical Specifications do not 
specifically addres s containment of the fuel debri s, the margin of safety as 
defined In the basis of the Technical Specifications Is not reduced. 
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As discussed above, these canisters are critically safe by design . Addition
ally, activities associated with canister closure and handling, Including 
Installation of the relief devices, will be performed i~ accordance with 
procedutes ptepared . reviewed and approved In accordance with TMI-2 Technical 
Specifications Section 6.8, which requires NRC approval of certain types of 
procedures. Therefore, as no further engineering controls are needed to 
ensure criticality safety and activities associated with canister closure and 
handling will be controlled in acccrdance with procedures subject to Technical 
Specification Section 6.8 , It Is GPU Nuclear's belief that no changes to the 
Technical Specifications are required. 

In conclusion, within the bounds described In this report, the design and use 
of the defuellng canisters do not result In an unrevlewed safety question, nor 
require changes to the TMI-2 Technical Specifications . 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

Canisters are needed to provide effective long term storage for the TMI-2 core 
debris . Three types of canisters are required to support the defueling 
system : fuel. filter and knockout canisters . These canisters have been 
evaluated to determine If they could safely perform their function under 
normal and accident conditions . The results of this evaluat ion show that the 
canisters will remain subcrltlcal under normal operations, handling and 
accident conditions . A structural evaluation of the canisters has shown that 
they maintain their Integrity and will function as designed under normal 
operating conditions . Drop analyses and drop tests were used to dete rmine the 
effect of a design basis drop on the canister shell and Internals . The 
results from these analyses were used In determining the reactivity of the 
canisters under accident conditions. Therefore, based on structural and 
criticality considerations. It can be concluded that these canisters can 
safely function under normal and accident conditions at ·TMI-2. 
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